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ABSTRACT
Model-based methods for recommender systems have been stud-
ied extensively in recent years. In systems with large corpus, how-
ever, the calculation cost for the learnt model to predict all user-
item preferences is tremendous, which makes full corpus retrieval
extremely difficult. To overcome the calculation barriers, models
such asmatrix factorization resort to inner product form (i.e., model
user-item preference as the inner product of user, item latent fac-
tors) and indexes to facilitate efficient approximate k-nearest neigh-
bor searches. However, it still remains challenging to incorporate
more expressive interaction forms between user and item features,
e.g., interactions through deep neural networks, because of the cal-
culation cost.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of introducing arbitrary
advanced models to recommender systems with large corpus. We
propose a novel tree-based method which can provide logarithmic
complexity w.r.t. corpus size even with more expressive models
such as deep neural networks. Our main idea is to predict user in-
terests from coarse to fine by traversing tree nodes in a top-down
fashion and making decisions for each user-node pair. We also
show that the tree structure can be jointly learnt towards better
compatibility with users’ interest distribution and hence facilitate
both training and prediction. Experimental evaluations with two
large-scale real-world datasets show that the proposedmethod sig-
nificantly outperforms traditional methods. Online A/B test results
in Taobao display advertising platform also demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed method in production environments.
CCS CONCEPTS
•Computingmethodologies→Classification and regression
trees; Neural networks; • Information systems → Recom-
mender systems;
KEYWORDS
Tree-based Learning, Recommender Systems, Implicit Feedback
1 INTRODUCTION
Recommendation has beenwidely used by various kinds of content
providers. Personalized recommendation method, based on the in-
tuition that users’ interests can be inferred from their historical
behaviors or other users with similar preference, has been proven
to be effective in YouTube [7] and Amazon [22].
Designing such a recommendation model to predict the best
candidate set from the entire corpus for each user has many chal-
lenges. In systems with enormous corpus, some well-performed
recommendation algorithms may fail to predict from the entire
corpus. The linear prediction complexity w.r.t. the corpus size is
unacceptable. Deploying such large-scale recommender system re-
quires the amount of calculation to predict for each single user
be limited. And besides preciseness, the novelty of recommended
items should also be responsible for user experience. Results that
only contain homogeneous items with user’s historical behaviors
are not expected.
To reduce the amount of calculation and handle enormous cor-
pus, memory-based collaborative filtering methods are widely de-
ployed in industry [22]. As a representative method in collabo-
rative filtering family, item-based collaborative filtering [31] can
recommend from very large corpus with relatively much fewer
computations, depending on the pre-calculated similarity between
item pairs and using user’s historical behaviors as triggers to recall
those most similar items. However, there exists restriction on the
scope of candidate set, i.e., not all items but only items similar to
the triggers can be ultimately recommended. This intuition pre-
vents the recommender system from jumping out of historical be-
havior to explore potential user interests, which limits the accuracy
of recalled results. And in practice the recommendation novelty is
also criticized. Another way to reduce calculation ismaking coarse-
grained recommendation. For example, the system recommends a
small number of item categories for users and picks out all corre-
sponding items, with a following ranking stage. However, for large
corpus, the calculation problem is still not solved. If the category
number is large, the category recommendation itself alsomeets the
calculation barrier. If not, some categories will inevitably include
too many items, making the following ranking calculation imprac-
ticable. Besides, the used categories are usually not designed for
recommendation problem, which can seriously harm the recom-
mendation accuracy.
In the literatures of recommender systems, model-based meth-
ods are an active topic. Models such as matrix factorization (MF)
[19, 30] try to decompose pairwise user-item preferences (e.g., rat-
ings) into user and item factors, then recommend to each user its
most preferred items. Factorization machine (FM) [28] further pro-
poses a unifiedmodel that canmimic different factorizationmodels
with any kind of input data. In some real-world scenarios that have
no explicit preference but only implicit user feedback (e.g., user
behaviors like clicks or purchases), Bayesian personalized ranking
[29] gives a solution that formulates the preference in triplets with
partial order, and applies it to MF models. In industry, YouTube
uses deep neural network [7] to learn both user and item’s embed-
dings, where two kinds of embeddings are generated from their
corresponding features separately. In all the above kinds of meth-
ods, the preference of user-item pair can be formulated as the in-
ner product of user and item’s vector representations. The predic-
tion stage thus is equivalent to retrieve user vector’s nearest neigh-
bors in inner product space. For vector search problem, indices like
hashing or quantization [18] for approximate k-nearest neighbor
(kNN) search can ensure the efficiency of retrieval.
However, the inner product interaction form between user and
item’s vector representations severely limitsmodel’s capability. There
exist many other kinds ofmore expressive interaction forms, for ex-
ample, cross-product features between user’s historical behaviors
and candidate items are widely used in click-through rate predic-
tion [5]. Recent work [13] proposes a neural collaborative filtering
method, where a neural network instead of inner product is used
to model the interaction between user and item’s vector represen-
tations. The work’s experimental results prove that a multi-layer
feed-forward neural network performs better than the fixed inner
productmanner. Deep interest network [34] points out that user in-
terests are diverse, and an attention like network structure can gen-
erate varying user vectors according to different candidate items.
Beyond the above works, other methods like product neural net-
work [27] have also proven the effectiveness of advanced neural
networks. However, as these kinds of models can not be regulated
to inner product form between user and item vectors to utilize effi-
cient approximate kNN search, they can not be used to recall candi-
dates in large-scale recommender systems. How to overcome the
calculation barrier to make arbitrary advanced neural networks
feasible in large-scale recommendation is a problem.
To address the challenges above, we propose a novel tree-based
deep recommendation model (TDM) in this paper. Tree and tree-
based methods are researched in multiclass classification problem
[1–3, 6, 15, 26, 32], where tree is usually used to partition the sam-
ple or label space to reduce calculation cost. However, researchers
seldom set foot in the context of recommender systems using tree
structure as an index for retrieval. Actually, hierarchical structure
of information ubiquitously exists in many domains. For exam-
ple, in E-commerce scenario, iPhone is the fine-grained item while
smartphone is the coarse-grained concept towhich iPhone belongs.
The proposed TDM method leverages this hierarchy of informa-
tion and turns recommendation problem into a series of hierarchi-
cal classification problems. By solving the problem from easy to
difficult, TDM can improve both accuracy and efficiency. The main
contributions of our paper are summarized as follows:
• To our best knowledge, TDM is the first method that makes
arbitrary advancedmodels possible in generating recommen-
dations from large corpus. Benefiting from hierarchical tree
search, TDMachieves logarithmic amount of calculationw.r.t.
corpus size when making prediction.
• TDM can help find novel but effective recommendation re-
sults more precisely, because the entire corpus is explored
and more effective deep models also can help find potential
interests.
• Besides more advanced models, TDM also promotes recom-
mendation accuracy by hierarchical search, which divides
a large problem into smaller ones and solves them succes-
sively from easy to difficult.
• As a kind of index, the tree structure can also be learnt to-
wards optimal hierarchy of items and concepts for more ef-
fective retrieval, which in turn facilitates the model training.
We employ a tree learning method that allows joint training
of neural network and the tree structure.
• We conduct extensive experiments on two large-scale real-
world datasets, which show that TDM outperforms existing
methods significantly.
It’sworthmentioning that tree-based approach is also researched
in language model work hierarchical softmax [24], but it’s differ-
ent from the proposed TDM not only in motivation but also in for-
mulation. In next-word prediction problem, conventional softmax
has to calculate the normalization term to get any single word’s
probability, which is very time-consuming. Hierarchical softmax
uses tree structure, and next-word’s probability is converted to the
product of node probabilities along the tree path. Such formulation
reduces the computation complexity of next-word’s probability to
logarithmic magnitude w.r.t. the corpus size. However, in recom-
mendation problem, the goal is to search the entire corpus for those
most preferred items, which is a retrieval problem. In hierarchical
softmax tree, the optimum of parent nodes can not guarantee that
the optimal low level nodes are in their descendants, and all items
still need to be traversed to find the optimal one. Thus, it’s not
suitable for such a retrieval problem. To address the retrieval prob-
lem, we propose a max-heap like tree formulation and introduce
deep neural networks to model the tree, which forms an efficient
method for large-scale recommendation. The following sections
will show its difference in formulation and its superiority in per-
formance. In addition, hierarchical softmax adopts a single hidden
layer network for a specific natural language processing problem,
while the proposed TDMmethod is practicable to engage any neu-
ral network structures.
The proposed tree-based model is a universal solution for all
kinds of online content providers. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows: In Section 2, we’ll introduce the system ar-
chitecture of Taobao display advertising to show the position of
the proposed method. Section 3 will give a detailed introduction
and formalization of the proposed tree-based deep model. And the
following Section 4 will describe how the tree-based model serves
online. Experimental results on large-scale benchmark dataset and
Taobao advertising dataset are shown in Section 5. At last, Sec-
tion 6 gives our work a conclusion.
2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we introduce the architecture of Taobao display ad-
vertising recommender system as Figure 1. After receiving page
view request from a user, the system uses user features, context
features and item features as input to generate a relatively much
smaller set (usually hundreds) of candidate items from the entire
corpus (hundreds of millions) in the matching server. The tree-
based recommendation model takes effort in this stage and shrinks
the size of candidate set by several orders of magnitude.
With hundreds of candidate items, the real-time prediction server
uses more expressive but also more time consuming models [11,
34] to predict indicators like click-through rate or conversion rate.
And after ranking by strategy [17, 35], several items are ultimately
impressed to user.
As aforementioned, the proposed recommendation model aims
to construct a candidate set with hundreds of items. This stage is
essential and also difficult. Whether the user is interested in the
generated candidates gives an upper bound of the impression qual-
ity. How to draw candidates from the entire corpus weighing effi-
ciency and effectiveness is a problem.
2
User-candidates matchingItem corpus 
and features
User and 
context features
Real-time Prediction
Item candidates
Ranking strategy
Item impression
Figure 1: The system architecture of Taobao display adver-
tising recommender system.
3 TREE-BASED DEEP MODEL
In this part, we first introduce the tree structure used in our tree-
based model to give an overall conception. Secondly, we introduce
hierarchical softmax [24] to show why its formulation is not suit-
able for recommendation. After that, we give a novel max-heap
like tree formulation and show how to train the tree-based model.
Then, the deep neural network architecture is introduced. At last,
we show how to construct and learn the tree used in the tree-based
model.
3.1 Tree for Recommendation
A recommendation tree consists of a set of nodes N , where N =
{n1,n2, · · ·n |N |} represents |N | individual non-leaf or leaf nodes.
Each node in N except the root node has one parent and an arbi-
trary number of children. Specifically, each item ci in the corpus
C corresponds to one and only one leaf node in the tree, and those
non-leaf nodes are coarse-grained concepts. Without loss of gener-
ality, we suppose that noden1 is always the root node. An example
tree is illustrated in the right bottom corner of Figure 2, in which
each circle represents a node and the number of node is its index in
tree. The tree has 8 leaf nodes in total, each ofwhich corresponds to
an item in the corpus. It’s worth mentioning that though the given
example is a complete binary tree, we don’t impose complete and
binary as restrictions on the type of the tree in our model.
3.2 Related Work
With the tree structure, we firstly introduce the related work hier-
archical softmax to help understand its difference with our TDM.
In hierarchical softmax, each leaf node n in tree has its unique en-
coding from the root to the node. For example, if we encode 1 as
choosing the left branch and 0 as choosing the right branch, n9’s
encoding in tree in Figure 2 is 110 and n15’s encoding is 000. De-
note bj (n) as the encoding of node n in level j. In hierarchical soft-
max’s formulation, the next-word’s probability given the context
is derived as
P
(
n |context
)
=
w∏
j=1
P
(
b = bj (n)
lj (n),context
)
, (1)
where w is the length of leaf node n’s encoding, and lj (n) is n’s
ancestor node in level j.
In such a way, hierarchical softmax solves the probability calcu-
lation problem by avoiding the normalization term (each word in
the corpus needs to be traversed) in conventional softmax. How-
ever, to find the most possible leaf, the model still has to traverse
the entire corpus. Traversing each level’s most possible node top-
down along the tree path can not guarantee to successfully retrieve
the optimal leaf. Therefore, hierarchical softmax’s formulation is
not suitable for large-scale retrieval problem. In addition, accord-
ing to Equation 1, each non-leaf node in tree is trained as a binary
classifier to discriminate between its two children nodes. But if two
nodes are neighbors in the tree, they are probably to be similar. In
recommendation scenario, it’s likely that user is interested in both
two children. Hierarchical softmax’s model focuses on distinguish-
ing optimal and suboptimal choices, which may lose the capability
of discriminating from a global view. If greedy beam search is used
to retrieve those most possible leaf nodes, once bad decisions are
made in upper levels of the tree, the model may fail to find rela-
tively better results among those low quality candidates in lower
levels. YouTube’s work [7] also reports that they have tried hier-
archical softmax to learn user and item embeddings, while it per-
forms worse than sampled-softmax [16] manner.
Given that hierarchical softmax’s formulation is not suitable for
large-scale recommendation, we propose a new tree model formu-
lation in the following section.
3.3 Tree-based Model Formulation
To address the problemof efficient top-k retrieval ofmost preferred
items, we propose a max-heap like tree probability formulation.
Max-heap like tree is a tree structure where every non-leaf node n
in level j satisfies the following equation for each user u:
P (j)(n |u) =
max
nc ∈{n’s children nodes in level j+1}
P (j+1)(nc |u)
α (j)
, (2)
where P (j)(n |u) is the ground truth probability that user u is inter-
ested in n. α (j) is the layer-specific normalization term of level j
to ensure that the probability sum in the level equals to 1. Equa-
tion 2 says that a parent node’s ground truth preference equals to
the maximum preference of its children nodes, divided by the nor-
malization term. Note that we slightly abuse the notation and let u
denote a specific user state. In other words, a specific user state u
may transfer to another state u ′ once the user has a new behavior.
The goal is to find k leaf nodes with largest preference probabil-
ities. Suppose that we have each node n’s ground truth P (j)(n |u) in
the tree, we can retrieve k nodes with largest preference probabili-
ties layer-wise, and only those children nodes of each level’s top k
need to be explored. In this way, top k leaf nodes can be ultimately
retrieved. Actually, we don’t need to know each tree node’s exact
ground truth probability in the above retrieval process. What we
need is the order of the probabilities in each level to help find the
top k nodes in the level. Based on this observation, we use user’s
implicit feedback data and neural network to train each level’s dis-
criminator that can tell the order of preference probabilities.
Suppose that user u has an interaction with leaf node nd , i.e.,
nd is a positive sample node for u . It means an order P
(m)(nd |u) >
P (m)(nt |u), wherem is the level of leaves and nt is any other leaf
node. In any level j, denote lj (nd ) as nd ’s ancestor in level j. Ac-
cording to the formulation of tree in Equation 2, we can derive
that P (j)(lj (nd )|u) > P
(j)(nq |u), where nq is any node in level j
3
except lj (nd ). In basis of the above analysis, we can use negative
sampling [23] to train each level’s order discriminator. In detail,
leaf node that have interaction with u , and its ancestor nodes con-
stitute the set of positive samples in each level foru . And randomly
selected nodes except positive ones in each level constitute the set
of negative samples. Those green and red nodes in Figure 2 give
examples for sampling. Suppose that given a user and its state, the
target node is n13. Then, n13’s ancestors are positive samples, and
those randomly sampled red nodes in each level are negative sam-
ples. These samples are then fed into binary probability models
to get levels’ order discriminators. We use one global deep neural
network binary model with different input for all levels’ order dis-
criminators. Arbitrary advanced neural network can be adopted to
improve model capability.
Denote Y+u and Y
−
u as the set of positive and negative samples
for u . The likelihood function is then derived as:∏
u
( ∏
n∈Y+u
P
(
yˆu (n) = 1|n,u
) ∏
n∈Y−u
P
(
yˆu (n) = 0|n,u
))
, (3)
where yˆu (n) is the predicted label of node n given u . P
(
yˆu (n)|n,u
)
is the output of binary probability model, taking user state u and
the sampled node n as input. The corresponding loss function is
−
∑
u
∑
n∈Y+u ∪Y
−
u
yu (n) log P
(
yˆu (n)=1|n,u
)
+
(
1−yu (n)
)
logP
(
yˆu (n)=0|n,u
)
, (4)
where yu (n) is the ground truth label of node n given u . Details
about how to train the model according to the loss function are in
Section 3.4.
Note that the proposed sampling method is quite different from
the underlying one in hierarchical softmax. Compared to themethod
used in hierarchical softmax which leads the model to distinguish
optimal and suboptimal results, we randomly select negative sam-
ples in the same level for each positive node. Such method makes
each level’s discriminator be an intra-level global one. Each level’s
global discriminator canmake precise decisions independently, with-
out depending on the goodness of upper levels’ decisions. The global
discriminating capability is very important for hierarchical recom-
mendation approaches. It ensures that even if the model makes
bad decision and low quality nodes leak into the candidate set in
an upper-level, those relatively better nodes rather than very bad
ones can be chosen by the model in the following levels.
Given a recommendation tree and an optimized model, the de-
tailed hierarchical prediction algorithm is described inAlgorithm 1.
The retrieval process is layer-wise and top-down. Suppose that
the desired candidate item number is k . For corpus C with size
|C |, traversing at most 2 ∗ k ∗ log |C | nodes can get the final rec-
ommendation set in a complete binary tree. The number of nodes
need to be traversed is in a logarithmic relation w.r.t. corpus size,
which makes advanced binary probability models possible to be
employed.
Our proposed TDMmethod not only reduces the amount of cal-
culation when making prediction, it also has potential to improve
recommendation quality compared with brute-force search in all
leaf nodes. Without the tree, training a model to find optimal items
directly is a difficult problem because of the corpus size. Employ-
ing the tree hierarchy, a large-scale recommendation problem is
Algorithm 1: Layer-wise Retrieval Algorithm in Prediction
Input: User state u , the recommendation tree, the desired
item number k , the learnt model
Output: The set of recommended leaf nodes
1 Result set A = ∅, candidate set Q = {the root node n1};
2 repeat
3 If there are leaf nodes in Q , remove them fromQ and
insert them into A;
4 Calculate P
(
yˆu (n) = 1|n,u
)
for each remaining node
n ∈Q ;
5 Sort nodes in Q in descending order of P
(
yˆu (n) = 1|n,u
)
and derive the set of top k nodes as I ;
6 Q =
{
children nodes of n |n ∈ I
}
;
7 until |Q | == 0;
8 Return the top k items in set A, according to
P
(
yˆu (n) = 1|n,u
)
;
divided into many smaller problems. There only exist a few nodes
in high levels of the tree, thus the discrimination problem is easier.
And decisions made by high levels refine the candidate set, which
may help lower levels make better judgments. Experimental results
in Section 5.4 will show that the proposed hierarchical retrieval ap-
proach performs better than direct brute-force search.
3.4 The Deep Model
In the following part, we introduce the deep model we use. The en-
tire model is illustrated in Figure 2. Inspired by the click-through
rate prediction work [34], we learn low dimensional embeddings
for each node in the tree, and use attentionmodule to softly search-
ing for related behaviors for better user representation. To exploit
user behavior that contains timestamp information, we design the
block-wise input layer to distinguish behaviors that lie in different
time windows. The historical behaviors can be divided into differ-
ent time windows along the timeline, and item embeddings in each
time window is weighted averaged. Attention module and the fol-
lowing network greatly strengthen the model capability, and also
make user’s preferences over candidate items can not be regulated
to inner product form.
The embeddings of tree nodes and the tree structure itself are
also parts of the model. To minimize Loss 4, the sampled nodes and
the corresponding features are used to train the network. Note that
we only illustrate the usage of user behavior feature in Figure 2
for briefness, while other features like user profile or contextual
feature can be used with no obstacles in practice.
3.5 Tree Construction and Learning
The recommendation tree is a fundamental part of the tree-based
deep recommendationmodel. Unlikemulticlass andmulti-label clas-
sification works [26, 32] where tree is used to partition samples or
labels, our recommendation tree indexes items for retrieval. In hi-
erarchical softmax [24], the word hierarchy is built according to
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Figure 2: The tree-based deep model architecture. User behaviors are divided into different time windows according to the
timestamp. In each time window, item embeddings are weighted averaged, and the weights come from activation units. Each
time window’s output along with the candidate node’s embedding are concatenated as the neural network input. After three
fully connected layers with PReLU [33] activation and batch normalization [14], a binary softmax is used to yield the probabil-
ity whether the user is interested in the candidate node. Each item and its corresponding leaf node share the same embedding.
All embeddings are randomly initialized.
expert knowledge from WordNet [21]. In the scenario of recom-
mendation, not every corpus can provide specific expert knowl-
edge. An intuitive alternation is to construct the tree using hier-
archical clustering methods in basis of item concurrence or simi-
larity drawn from the dataset. But the clustered tree may be quite
imbalanced, which is detrimental for training and retrieval. Given
pairwise item similarity, algorithm in [2] gives a way to split items
into subsets recursively by spectral clustering [25]. However, spec-
tral clustering is not scalable enough (cubic time complexity w.r.t.
corpus size) for large-scale corpus. In this section, we focus on rea-
sonable and feasible tree construction and learning approaches.
Tree initialization. Since we suppose the tree to represent user
interests’ hierarchical information, it’s natural to build the tree in
a way that similar items are organized in close positions. Given
that category information is extensive available in many domains,
we intuitively come up with a method leveraging item’s category
information to build the initial tree. Without loss of generality, we
take binary tree as an example in this section. Firstly, we sort all
categories randomly, and place items belonging to the same cat-
egory together in an intra-category random order. If an item be-
longs to more than one category, the item is assigned to a random
one for uniqueness. In such way, we can get a list of ranked items.
Secondly, those ranked items are halved to two equal parts recur-
sively until the current set contains only one item, which could
construct a near-complete binary tree top-down. The above kind
of category-based initialization can get better hierarchy and results
in our experiments than a complete random tree.
Tree learning. As a part of the model, each leaf node’s embed-
ding can be learnt after model training. Then we use the learnt leaf
nodes’ embedding vectors to cluster a new tree. Considering the
corpus size, we use k-means clustering algorithm for its good scal-
ability. At each step, items are clustered into two subsets according
to their embedding vectors. Note that the two subsets are adjusted
to equal for a more balanced tree. The recursion stops when only
one item is left, and a binary tree could be constructed in such a
top-down way. In our experiments, it takes about an hour to con-
struct such a cluster tree when the corpus size is about 4 millions,
using a single machine. Experimental results in Section 5 will show
the effectiveness of the given tree learning algorithm.
The deep model and tree structure are learnt jointly in an al-
ternative way: 1) Construct an initial tree and train the model till
converging; 2) Learn to get a new tree structure in basis of trained
leaf nodes’ embeddings; 3) Train the model again with the learnt
new tree structure.
5
4 ONLINE SERVING
Figure 3 illustrates the online serving system of the proposedmethod.
Input feature assembling and item retrieval are split into two asyn-
chronous stages. Each user behavior including click, purchase and
adding item into shopping cart will strike the real-time feature
server to assemble new input features. And once receiving page
view request, the user targeting server will use the pre-assembled
features to retrieve candidates from the tree. As described in Algo-
rithm 1, the retrieval is layer-wise and the trained neural network
is used to calculate the probability that whether a node is preferred
given the input features.
Real-time feature server
Features Neural network and tree
User targeting server
Page view requestUser behavior
User features
User-candidates matching
Candidates
Figure 3: The online serving system of the tree-basedmodel,
where user feature is assembled asynchronously.
5 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
We study the performance of the proposed tree-based model in this
section. Experimental results in MovieLens-20M [12] and Taobao
advertising dataset calledUserBehavior are presented. In the exper-
iments, we compare the proposed method to other existing meth-
ods to show the effectiveness of the model, and empirical study re-
sults show how the tree-based model and tree learning algorithm
work.
5.1 Datasets
The experiments are conducted in two large-scale real-world datasets
with timestamps: 1) users’ movie viewing data from MovieLens
[12]; 2) a user-item behavior dataset from Taobao called UserBe-
havior. In more details:
MovieLens-20M: It contains user-movie ratings with timestamps
in this dataset. As we deal with implicit feedback problem, the rat-
ings are binarized by keeping the ratings of four or higher, which is
a common way in other works [8, 20]. Besides, only the users who
have watched at least 10movies are kept. To create training, valida-
tion and testing sets, we randomly sample 1, 000 users as testing set
and another 1, 000 users as validation set, while the rest users con-
stitute the training set [8]. For validation and testing sets, the first
half of user-movie views along the timeline is regarded as known
behaviors to predict the latter half.
UserBehavior1: This dataset is a subset of Taobao user behav-
ior data. We randomly select about 1 million users who have be-
haviors including click, purchase, adding item to shopping cart and
item favoring during November 25 to December 03, 2017. The data
1https://tianchi.aliyun.com/datalab/dataSet.html?spm=5176.100073.0.0.614435eeJVooEG&dataId=649
is organized in a very similar form to MovieLens-20M, i.e., a user-
item behavior consists of user ID, item ID, item’s category ID, be-
havior type and timestamp. As we do in MovieLens-20M, only the
users who have at least 10 behaviors are kept. 10, 000 users are ran-
domly selected as testing set and another randomly selected 10, 000
users are validation set. Items’ categories are from the bottom level
of Taobao’s current commodity taxonomy. Table 1 summarizes the
major dimensions of the above two datasets after preprocessing.
MovieLens-20M UserBehavior
# of users 129,797 969,529
# of items 20,709 4,158,142
# of categories 20 9,436
# of records 9,939,873 100,020,395
Table 1: Dimensions of the two datasets after preprocessing.
One record is a user-itempair that represents user feedback.
5.2 Metrics and Comparison Methods
To evaluate the effectiveness of different methods, we use Preci-
sion@M, Recall@M and F-Measure@M metrics [20]. Derive the
recalled set of items for a user u as Pu (|Pu | = M) and the user’s
ground truth set as Gu . Precision@M and Recall@M are
Precision@M(u) =
|Pu ∩ Gu |
M
,Recall@M(u) =
|Pu ∩ Gu |
|Gu |
, (5)
and F-Measure@M is
F -Measure@M(u) =
2 ∗ Precision@M(u) ∗ Recall@M(u)
Precision@M(u)+ Recall@M(u)
. (6)
As we emphasize, recommendation results’ novelty is responsi-
ble for user experience. Existing work [4] gives several approaches
to measure the novelty of recommended list of items. Following
one of its definition, the Novelty@M is defined as
Novelty@M(u) =
|Pu \ Su |
M
, (7)
where Su is the set of items that have interactions with user u
before recommending. User average of the above four metrics in
testing set are used to compare the following methods:
• FM[28]. FM is a framework for factorization tasks. We use
the implementation of FM provided by xLearn2 project.
• BPR-MF[29]. We use its matrix factorization form for im-
plicit feedback recommendation. Implementation of BPR-MF
provided by [10] is used.
• Item-CF[31]. Item-based collaborative filtering is one of the
most widely used personalized recommendation method in
production with large-scale corpus [22]. It’s also one of the
major candidate generation approaches in Taobao. We use
the implementation of item-CF provided byAlibabamachine
learning platform.
• YouTube product-DNN[7] is the deep recommendation
approach proposed by YouTube. Sampled-softmax [16] is
employed in training, and the inner product of user and
item’s embeddings reflects the preference. We implement
2https://github.com/aksnzhy/xlearn
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YouTube product-DNN in Alibaba deep learning platform
with the same input features with our proposed model. Ex-
act kNN search in inner product space is adopted in predic-
tion.
• TDM attention-DNN (tree-based deep model using atten-
tion network) is our proposed method in Figure 2. The tree
is initialized in the way described in Section 3.5 and keeps
unchanged during the experiments. The implementation is
available in GitHub3.
For FM, BPR-MF and item-CF, we tune several most important
hyper-parameters based on the validation set, i.e., the number of
factors and iterations in FM and BPR-MF, the number of neighbors
in item-CF. FM and BPR-MF require that the users in testing or vali-
dation set also have feedback in training set. Therefore, we add the
first half of user-item interactions along the timeline in testing and
validation set into the training set in both datasets. For YouTube
product-DNN and TDM attention-DNN, the node embeddings’ di-
mension is set to 24, because a higher dimension doesn’t perform
significantly better in our experiments. The hidden unit numbers
of three fully connected layers are 128, 64 and 24 respectively. Ac-
cording to the timestamp, user behaviors are divided into 10 time
windows. In YouTube product-DNN and TDM attention-DNN, for
each implicit feedback we randomly select 100 negative samples in
MovieLens-20M and 600 negative samples in UserBehavior. Note
that the negative sample number of TDM is the sum of all levels.
And we sample more negatives for levels near to leaf.
5.3 Comparison Results
The comparison results of different methods are shown in Table 2
above the dash line. Each metric is the average across all the users
in testing set, and the presented values are the average across five
different runs for methods with variance.
First, the results indicate that the proposedTDM attention-DNN
outperforms all the baselines significantly in both datasets onmost
of the metrics. Comparing to the second best YouTube product-
DNN approach, TDM attention-DNN achieves 21.1% and 42.6% im-
provements on recall metric in two datasets respectively without
filtering. This result proves the effectiveness of advanced neural
network and hierarchical tree search adopted by TDM attention-
DNN. Among the methods that model user preference over items
in inner product form, YouTube product-DNN outperforms BPR-
MF and FM because of the usage of neural network. The widely
used item-CF method gets worst novelty results, since it has strong
memories about what the user has already interacted.
To improve the novelty, a common way in practice is to fil-
ter those interacted items in recommendation set [8, 20], i.e., only
those novel items could be ultimately recommended. Thus, it’smore
important to compare accuracy in a complete novel result set. In
this experiment, the result set size will be complemented to re-
quired numberM if its size is smaller thanM after filtering. The bot-
tom half of Table 2 shows that TDM attention-DNN outperforms
all baselines in large margin as well after filtering interacted items.
To further evaluate the exploration ability of different methods,
we do experiments by excluding those interacted categories from
3https://github.com/alibaba/x-deeplearning/tree/master/xdl-algorithm-solution/TDM
recommendation results. Results of each method are also comple-
mented to satisfy the size requirement. Indeed, category-level nov-
elty is currently the most important novelty metric in Taobao rec-
ommender system, as we want to reduce the amount of recom-
mendations similar to user’s interacted items. Since MovieLens-
20M has only 20 categories in total, these experiments are only
conducted in UserBehavior dataset and results are shown in Ta-
ble 3. Take the recall metric for example. We can observe that item-
CF’s recall is only 1.06%, because its recommendation results can
hardly jump out of user’s historical behaviors. YouTube product-
DNN gets much better results compared to item-CF, since it can
explore user’s potential interests from the entire corpus. The pro-
posed TDM attention-DNN performs 34.3% better in recall than
YouTube’s inner product manner. Such huge improvement is very
meaningful for recommender systems, and it proves that more ad-
vancedmodel is an enormous difference for recommendation prob-
lem.
5.4 Empirical Analysis
Variants of TDM. To comprehend the proposed TDM method
itself, we derive and evaluate several variants of TDM:
• TDM product-DNN. To find out whether advanced neural
network can benefit the results in TDM, we test the variant
TDM product-DNN. TDM product-DNN uses the same in-
ner product manner as YouTube product-DNN. Specifically,
the attention module in Figure 2 is removed, and the node
embedding term is also removed from the network input.
The inner product of node embedding and the third fully
connected layer’s output (without PReLU and BN) along
with a sigmoid activation constitute the new binary classi-
fier.
• TDMDNN. To further verify the improvements brought by
attention module in TDM attention-DNN, we test the vari-
ant TDMDNN that only removes the activation unit, i.e., all
items’ weights are 1.0 in Figure 2.
• TDM attention-DNN-HS. As mentioned in Section 3, hi-
erarchical softmax (HS) method [24] is not suitable for rec-
ommendation. We test the TDM attention-DNN-HS variant,
i.e., use positive nodes’ neighbors as negative samples in-
stead of randomly selected ones. Correspondingly, in retrieval
of Algorithm 1, the ranking indicator changes from a sin-
gle node’s P
(
yˆu (n) = 1|n,u
)
to
∏
n′∈ n’s ancestors P
(
yˆu (n
′) =
1|n′,u
)
. Attention-DNN is used as the network structure.
The experimental results of the above variants in both datasets
are shown in Table 2 under the dash line. Comparing TDMattention-
DNN to TDM DNN, the near 10% recall improvement in UserBe-
havior dataset indicates that the attention module takes impres-
sive efforts. TDM product-DNN performs worse than TDM DNN
and TDM attention-DNN, since the inner product manner is much
less powerful than the neural network interaction form. These re-
sults prove that introducing advanced models in TDM can signif-
icantly improve the recommendation performance. Note that TDM
attention-DNN-HSgets muchworse results compared to TDMattention-
DNN, since hierarchical softmax’s formulation doesn’t fit for rec-
ommendation problem.
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Filtering Method
MovieLens-20M (@10) UserBehavior (@200)
Precision Recall F-Measure Novelty Precision Recall F-Measure Novelty
None
FM 8.35% 5.12% 5.03% 70.76% 0.31% 1.67% 0.45% 99.58%
BPR-MF 8.10% 5.09% 5.02% 62.56% 0.44% 1.84% 0.64% 99.56%
Item-CF 8.25% 5.66% 5.29% 59.46% 1.47% 6.95% 2.18% 97.07%
YouTube product-DNN 11.87% 8.71% 7.96% 71.38% 1.48% 7.58% 2.23% 98.48%
TDM attention-DNN 14.06% 10.55% 9.49% 74.15% 2.00% 10.81% 3.03% 97.30%
TDM product-DNN 12.20% 9.18% 8.23% 72.78% 1.50% 7.80% 2.26% 98.36%
TDM DNN 13.35% 10.10% 8.98% 72.18% 1.78% 9.67% 2.70% 97.94%
TDM attention-DNN-HS 10.92% 9.16% 7.94% 81.00% 1.47% 8.20% 2.25% 98.28%
Interacted items
FM 13.39% 6.87% 7.10% 100.00% 0.11% 0.56% 0.17% 100.00%
BPR-MF 13.39% 6.95% 7.17% 100.00% 0.36% 1.51% 0.53% 100.00%
Item-CF 15.61% 8.86% 8.81% 100.00% 0.68% 4.38% 1.06% 100.00%
YouTube product-DNN 16.51% 10.70% 10.04% 100.00% 0.93% 5.67% 1.44% 100.00%
TDM attention-DNN 17.77% 12.31% 11.33% 100.00% 1.16% 7.50% 1.81% 100.00%
TDM product-DNN 17.29% 11.87% 10.91% 100.00% 0.92% 5.68% 1.44% 100.00%
TDM DNN 17.82% 12.12% 11.31% 100.00% 1.02% 6.97% 1.68% 100.00%
TDM attention-DNN-HS 14.06% 10.72% 9.58% 100.00% 0.86% 5.79% 1.36% 100.00%
Table 2: The comparison results of different methods inMovieLens-20M and UserBehavior datasets. According to the different
corpus size,metrics are evaluated@10 inMovieLens-20 and@200 inUserBehavior. In experimentsof filtering interacted items,
the recommendation results and ground truth only contain items that the user has not yet interacted with before.
Method (@200) Precision Recall F-Measure
Item-CF 0.07% 1.06% 0.13%
YouTube product-DNN 0.26% 3.09% 0.45%
TDM attention-DNN 0.35% 4.15% 0.60%
Table 3: Results in UserBehavior dataset. Items belong to in-
teracted categories are excluded from recommendation re-
sults and ground truth.
Role of the tree. Tree is the key component of the proposed
TDM method. It not only acts as an index used in retrieval, but
alsomodels the corpus in coarse-to-fine hierarchy. Section 3.3men-
tioned that directly making fine-grained recommendation is more
difficult than a hierarchical way. We conduct experiments to prove
the point of view. Figure 4 illustrates the layer-wise Recall@200
of hierarchical tree search (Algorithm 1) and brute-force search
(traverse all nodes in the corresponding level). The experiments
are conducted in UserBehavior dataset with TDM product-DNN
model, because it’s the only variant that is possible to employ brute-
force search. Brute-force search slightly outperforms tree search
in high levels (level 8, 9), since the node numbers there are small.
Once the node number in a level grows, tree search gets better re-
call results compared to brute-force search, because the tree search
can exclude those low quality results in high levels, which reduces
the difficulty of the problems in low levels. This result indicates
that the hierarchy information contained in the tree structure can
help improve recommendation preciseness.
Tree learning. In Section 3.5, we propose the tree initialization
and learning algorithms. Table 4 gives the comparison results be-
tween initial tree and learnt tree. From the results, we can observe
that the trained model with learnt tree structure significantly out-
performs the initial one. For example, the recall metric of learnt
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Figure 4: The results of layer-wiseRecall@200 inUserBehav-
ior dataset. The ground truth in testing set is traced back to
each node’s ancestors, till the root node.
tree increases from 4.15% to 4.82% compared to initial tree in exper-
iments of filtering interacted categories, which surpasses YouTube
product-DNN’s 3.09% and item-CF’s 1.06% in very large margin.
To further compare these two trees, we illustrate the test loss and
recall curve of TDM attention-DNN method w.r.t. training itera-
tions in Figure 5. From Figure 5(a), we can see that the learnt tree
structure gets smaller test loss. And both Figure 5(a) and 5(b) indi-
cate that themodel converges to better results with learnt tree. The
above results prove that the tree learning algorithm can improve
the hierarchy of items, further to facilitate training and prediction.
5.5 Online Results
We evaluate the proposed TDM method in Taobao display adver-
tising platformwith real traffic. The experiments are conducted in
Guess What You Like column of Taobao App Homepage. Two on-
line metrics are used to measure the performance: click-through
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Filtering Tree Precision Recall F-Measure Novelty
None
Initial 2.00% 10.81% 3.03% 97.30%
Learnt 2.34% 12.37% 3.54% 96.68%
Interacted
items
Initial 1.16% 7.50% 1.81% 100.00%
Learnt 1.33% 8.38% 2.09% 100.00%
Interacted
categories
Initial 0.35% 4.15% 0.60% 100.00%
Learnt 0.40% 4.82% 0.69% 100.00%
Table 4: Comparison results of different tree structures
in UserBehavior dataset using TDM attention-DNN model
(@200). Tree is initialized and learnt according to the algo-
rithm described in Section 3.5.
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Figure 5: The test loss and test Recall@200 on UserBehavior
dataset for initial and learnt tree.
rate (CTR) and revenue per mille (RPM). Details are as follows:
CTR =
# of clicks
# of impressions
,RPM =
Ad revenue
# of impressions
∗ 1000. (8)
In our advertising system, advertisers bid on some given ad clus-
ters. There are about 1.4 million clusters and each ad cluster con-
tains hundreds or thousands of similar ads. The experiments are
conducted in the granularity of ad cluster to keep consistent with
the existing system. The comparison method is mixture of logistic
regression [9] that used to pick out superior results only from those
interacted clusters, which is a strong baseline. Since there aremany
stages in the system like CTR prediction [11, 34] and ranking [35]
as illustrated in Figure 1, deploying and evaluating the proposed
TDM method online is a huge project, which involves the linkage
and optimization of the whole system. We have finished the de-
ployment of the first TDM DNN version so far and evaluated its
improvements online. Each of the comparison buckets has 5% of all
online traffic. It’s worth mentioning that there are several online
simultaneously running recommendation methods. They take ef-
forts in different point of views, and their recommendation results
are merged together for the following stages. TDM only replaces
the most effective one of them while keeping other modules un-
changed. The average metric lift rates of the testing bucket with
TDM are listed in Table 5.
As shown in Table 5, the CTR of TDM method increases 2.1%.
This improvement indicates that the proposed method can recall
more accurate results for users. And on the other hand the RPM
metric increases 6.4%, which means the TDM method can also
bringmore revenue for Taobao advertising platform. TDMhas been
Metric CTR RPM
Lift Rate 2.1% 6.4%
Table 5: Online results from Jan 22 to Jan 28, 2018 in Guess
What You Like column of Taobao App Homepage.
deployed to servemajor online traffic, we believe that the above im-
provement is only a preliminary result in a huge project, and there
has room for further improvements.
Prediction efficiency. TDM makes advanced neural network
feasible to interact user and items in large-scale recommendation,
which opens a new perspective of view in recommender systems.
It’s worthmentioning that though advanced neural networks need
more calculation when inferring, but the complexity of a whole
prediction process is no larger than O(k ∗ log |C | ∗ t), where k is
the required results size, |C | is the corpus size and t is the complex-
ity of network’s single feed-forward pass. This complexity upper
bound is acceptable under current CPU/GPU hardware conditions,
and user side’s features are shared across different nodes in one
retrieval and some calculation could be shared according to model
designs. In Taobao display advertising system, it actually takes the
deployed TDM DNN model about 6 milliseconds to recommend
once in average. Such running time is shorter than the following
click-through rate prediction module, and is not the system’s bot-
tleneck.
6 CONCLUSION
We figure out the main challenge for model-based methods to gen-
erate recommendations from large-scale corpus, i.e., the amount
of calculation problem when making prediction. A tree-based ap-
proach is proposed, where arbitrary advanced models can be em-
ployed in large-scale recommendation to infer user interests coarse-
to-fine along the tree. Besides training the model, a tree structure
learning approach is used, which proves that a better tree struc-
ture can lead to significantly better results. A possible future direc-
tion is to design more elaborate tree learning approaches. We con-
duct extensive experiments which validate the effectiveness of the
proposed method, both in recommendation accuracy and novelty.
In addition, empirical analysis showcases how and why the pro-
posed method works. In Taobao display advertising platform, the
proposed TDM method has been deployed in production, which
improves both business benefits and user experience.
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